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Red River Hardscapes Products at Franklin Stone

Dan Stevenson March 18, 2014

Red River Hardscapes now at Franklin Stone near Nashville, Tennessee. Franklin
Stone began distributing Red River Hardscapes products February 22, 2014. The
experts and sales representatives at both companies are incredibly excited about
new partnership.

(Newswire.net -- March 18, 2014) Franklin, Tennessee -- 

Franklin Stone began distributing Red River Hardscapes products February 22, 2014. The experts, owners and sales
representatives at both companies are incredibly excited about the new partnership.

 

“We were looking for that “anchor product” to make Franklin Stone Co. a destination stop for landscapers and
builders,” says leading company representative of Franklin Stone, Clint Hart. “Now our customers can pair Red River
products with the natural stone we carry from Tennessee and North Carolina to create a whole new dimension to the
outdoor experience.”

 

Franklin Stone offers twenty different colors of rock in all shapes and sizes including: thin, dry stack, fieldstone,
veneer, flagstone, building stone, and river stone. Additionally, Franklin Stone carries 5 different mulches in bulk and
they soon plan to stock bagged material. For all in-stock stone, there is a guaranteed same-day or next-day delivery
within a one hundred mile radius of Franklin. For all non-stock items, there is a 1week delivery window.

 

Red River Hardscapes has been supplying concrete masonry products to Middle Tennessee for more than 50 years.
Red River prides itself on being built on a family tradition of superior customer service, consistent high-quality
products and innovative manufacturing techniques. Red River’s full-line of concrete hardscape and masonry products
are exceptional in beauty and function. Josh Kirby, one of Red River Hardscapes leading sales representatives, is
very enthusiastic about Red River’s new partnership with Franklin Stone.

 

“Red River Hardscapes is excited about our new partnership with Franklin Stone!” said Kirby. ‘They will be carrying
our full line of hardscape products including concrete pavers, retaining wall block, decorative landscape blocks,
cleaners, sealers, polymeric sand, glue, mortar and concrete mixes, concrete block, and a full line of accessories. I
think the Nashville landscape contractors as well as homeowners will find the location accessible, knowledgeable
staff, and full support Red River Hardscapes. We look forward to a long and lasting relationship with Franklin Stone
Company.”

 

The future looks bright for Franklin Stone. Clint Hart spoke of several plans of which Franklin Stone is implementing in
the next month.

 

“In the next several weeks our new plant material will be arriving to stock our new greenhouse,” Clint Hart said of
Franklin Stone’s upcoming improvements and products. “We also plan to stock a full line of products needed for
installation of pavers and stone patios like drainage material, sealers and mortar just to name a few. Additionally, we
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plan to have teaching and training sessions based on the products we offer.”

 

Franklin Stone is fulfilling the greater Nashville area’s need for a quality stone dealer. Whether you are building,
landscaping or remodeling, Franklin Stone can meet all of your mulch and decorative rock needs.

 

For more information on Red River Hardscapes visit http://www.redriverproducts.com or see their products in person
at Franklin Stone!

-- 
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